Media Kit Rates & Specifications

BUSINESSNEWS.COM.AU

WHAT WE DELIVER

News & Features
In-depth, topical news and business data specific to
Western Australia.
Our first rate editorial and research team provides analysis
of the community’s ever changing economic scene and
in-depth features covering some of WA’s most important
issues and industries.
With additional publications throughout the year, we pride
ourselves on delivering not only general business news but
specialist content driven by the needs of our readership.
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ADVERTISING SIZES (WIDTH X HEIGHT)

Cover
Advertising
spaces
Front
Cover
Small
Strap

Front Cover
Small Strap
255 x 55 mm

Inside
Front
Full
Page

Inside
Back
Full
Page

Full Page
255 x 325 mm
+ 5mm bleed

Horizontal Half

Vertical Half

255 x 160 mm
+ 5mm bleed outside

125.5 x 325 mm
+ 5mm bleed outside

Vertical
Half no bleed

Please leave a
10mm safe area
between important
content and the
page edge.

Back
Cover
Full
Page

117.5 x
303mm

+ 5 mm bleed outside

Large Strap
240 x 105 mm

Strap Ad

3 Eighths

240 x 70.5 mm

117.5 x 225.5 mm

Double Spread

Half Spread

510 x 325 mm + 5 mm bleed

510 x 160 mm + 5mm bleed outside

Quarter

Eighth

117.5 x 148 mm

117.5 x 70.5 mm

Large Strap Spread 500 x 105 mm
Strap Spread 500 x 70.5 mm

Digital
All digital advertisements to be supplied as static or animated gifs at 72dpi with a file size of less than 200kb
Daily Business Email
Banners 640 x 90px

Masthead
News

BN Weekender
Banners 640 x 90px

Masthead
News

News 2
Markets

Most Read

Super Leaderboard
970 x 90 px

Half Page
300 x 600 px

Medium Rectangle
300 x 250 px

PRINT ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS

Electronic Delivery

Trapping Guidelines

Digital delivery is the process of delivering ads electronically.
By creating a press-ready PDF, you can deliver every element of
your ad - pictures, text and fonts - in one file. Software such as
QuarkXpress, Adobe Illustrator and Adobe InDesign provide
the means to create postscript files used to generate PDF files.

The rips within Business News output sites are set to overprint
any 100% black areas regardless of the trapping settings in
the original document. To force knockout of a black item on a
coloured background, set the black to a value other than 100%
(i.e. 99%).

High resolution (300dpi, CMYK) jpeg files created in Adobe
Photoshop are also acceptable.

Production Rates

Artwork supplied in other digital formats including Microsoft
Word, Microsoft Publisher, Microsoft Powerpoint and any other
format is not considered camera ready and production charges
will be necessary.

Design Rates

Initial minimum charge
Hourly rate

Photography Rates

Hourly rate
$350
Photo shoot
POA
Request the Photography Order Form
for further information and pricing.

Advertorial Rates

Journalist cost per half page

PDF files are platform independent and once created can be sent
using ad delivery portal such as Quickcut, Websend, YouSendIt,
Hightail, Dropbox or via email.

General Recommendations
Artwork or photographs must be of quality and sufficiently
contrasting in detail to guarantee a satisfactory result.

Colour Guidelines - Gloss
Four colour process (CMYK - cyan, magenta, yellow, black).
The printing process is Heat Set. Rural Press ICC Profiles and
colour settings for covers and internal pages available on request.

$500
$120

Standard advertising rates apply for advertorial spaces but incur
journalist and design charges.

Onsert Cost
1x
$4,242

2x
$4,037

3x
$3,832

4x
$3,628

Maximum onsert size is 275mm x 190mm. Additional charges
payable for onserts over 50gms in weight.

Do not use custom spot colours i.e. Pantone without first
converting to process.

Deadlines (4pm on given day)

Black Limit:
Total Ink Limit:

Page specific bookings

14 days prior

Run of paper bookings

11 days prior

Gloss covers artwork deadline

7 days prior

Internal pages artwork deadline

7 days prior

98%
300%

Image Guidelines
CMYK files to be saved at 300dpi in jpeg format.

Typeface Guidelines
Postscript fonts only. Business News does not accept
Truetype fonts.
Fine type and serifs should be avoided.
It is not recommend to use typefaces in four colours.
No black type is to be printed in four colours.
Minimum recommended size is 9pt.
Ensure any important content is kept 10mm from the outside
edge of any front, full or half page advertisements.

PDF Generation
Distiller settings for postscript generation are available
upon request. Allow 5mm bleed for front, full and half page
advertisements.
Do not include: Crop Marks, Bleed Marks, Registration Marks,
Colour Bars and Page Information.

$450

All artwork to be supplied print ready (PDF).
For bookings, rates or print settings please call 08 9288 2100.

Contact
Production with any artwork or production enquiries
production@businessnews.com.au
Phone: 08 9288 2111
Level 2, 139 Newcastle Street, Perth WA 6000

DIGITAL PLATFORMS

Development

Analysis

Diligence

Results

SEARCHENGINE

...your key to WA business

Directors’ Interests

18 years of
Articles

AABP AABP

BEST DAILY
BEST DAILY
EMAIL
2016

EMAIL
2015

engaging business people

AFTERNOON WRAP

29,000
Executives

LATEST NEWS

Wesfarmers’ diversity keeps it
prosperous: Scott
Incoming Wesfarmers managing director Rob
Scott, who will formally take his new job late this
year, says the business will continue to thrive on
the back of its diversity across markets.
Read more >

LATEST NEWS

NRW lined up for lithium work
NRW Holdings is set to receive a $110 million
contract if Altura Mining moves ahead with
plans to develop its Pilgangoora lithium project.

Total
Shareholder
Returns

Read more >

Executive
Remuneration

Our business information search engine
BNiQ brings together the Book of Lists,
Directors Interests, Corporate Finance,
Total Shareholder Returns and Executive
Remuneration.

LATEST NEWS

Nats push back in Greens
preference move
The Nationals WA have preferenced the
Greens ahead of their Liberal alliance partners
on the ticket for two upper house regions in
next month’s state election, including Liberal
Agriculture & Food Minister Mark Lewis.

70+ Industry
Lists

Read more >
LATEST NEWS

Guma ICRG wins more FMG
work
Indigenous contractor Guma ICRG has won
two contract extensions for work on Fortescue
Metals Group’s rail line and roads infrastructure
in the Pilbara for an undisclosed sum.
Read more >

LATEST NEWS

Retail sales sprint may have a
surprise winner

8,900+
Organisations

OPINION: Despite some widely publicised
problems in the past year, Woolworths is
emerging stronger in the supermarket face-off
with major rival, Coles.
Read more >

Corporate Finance
LATEST NEWS

Developers keen on
Cannington
A commercial property across the road from
Westfield Carousel has sold for $1.6 million, as
developers continue to seek sites around the
City of Canning’s planned new town centre.
Read more >

This exciting innovation connects
29,000+ executives, 8,900+ organisations
and 70+ industries with a wide array of
financial data and 14 years of articles, all
in one easy search.

LATEST NEWS

Saracen to buy Bundarra
project
Saracen Mineral Holdings has entered into
an agreement to purchase the Bundarra gold
project from Bligh Resources in an all-scrip deal
worth $8.5 million.
Read more >

Bulls ‘N’ Bears | Public Companies

SPONSORED CONTENT

Auroch plays hardball with
Xtract Resources over debt
Auroch Minerals have played hardball with
AIM listed Xtract Resources over an unpaid
debt owing to Auroch for the sale of the Manica
Gold Project in Mozambique in March last year.
Read more >

AABP AABP

BEST DAILY
BEST DAILY
EMAIL
2016

EMAIL
2015

engaging business people

Is your ASX listed company doing something interesting? Contact Matt Birney, Bulls ‘N’ Bears.

AFTERNOON WRAP

Daily Business Emails

SPONSORED CONTENT

Making technology work for
you in the 21st century
Technology is changing the world, but has it
changed the way you do business?
Read more
LATEST
NEWS >

Wesfarmers’ diversity keeps it
prosperous: Scott
Incoming Wesfarmers managing director Rob
Scott, who will formally take his new job late this
BUSINESS ADVICE
SPONSORED CONTENT
year,
says the business will continue
to thrive on
the
back of
its diversity
across markets.
What
are
you doing
to get in
Read
more >
customers’

consideration set?

In a typical customer journey, so much of the
marketing effort centres on customer retention
and loyalty
LATEST
NEWS - after all, it’s cheaper and easier to
keep a customer than to win a new one, right?
NRW
lined up for lithium work
Maybe not.
NRW Holdings is set to receive a $110 million
Read more >
contract if Altura Mining moves ahead with
plans to develop its Pilgangoora lithium project.
Read
more
>
BUSINESS
ADVICE

SPONSORED CONTENT

Using Intellectual Property in
HR
The most inane piece of corporate feel-good
tripe being spouted by CEOs and middle
managers is: “Our people are our biggest asset”.

LATEST NEWS

I call BSpush
on that -back
it’s not the
people, but the
Nats
in Greens
output and ideas they generate.
preference
move

Read more >
The Nationals WA have preferenced the
Greens ahead of their Liberal alliance partners
on the ticket for two upper house regions in
next month’s state election, including
Liberal
0.33
US cents
Agriculture & Food Minister Mark Lewis.
14.90 Points
Read more >

MARKETS TODAY

76.10
5761.40

$AU/$US at 3pm
ASX200 close

LATEST NEWS

Guma ICRG wins more FMG
work
Indigenous contractor Guma ICRG has won
extensions for work on Fortescue
Metals Group’s rail line and roads infrastructure
in the Pilbara for an undisclosed sum.

two contract
BNIQ – NEWLY UPDATED
DATA

Read more >
Updated BNIQ lists
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LATEST NEWS
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Communications
Technology
sales sprint
may
See 1 more >

surprise winner

have a 1

OPINION: Despite some widely publicised
Updated articles
by category
problems
in the past year, Woolworths is
Politics & the emerging
Economy stronger in the supermarket face-off
with major rival, Coles.
Deals
Read more >
Tourism
Mining

5
2
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Our daily business emails are sent out
to over 48,000 business executives
(opt-in-basis) every morning and
afternoon, covering the latest
headlines, opinion articles, market
movements, directors interests,
upcoming events and BNiQ statistics.

LATEST NEWS

Developers keen on
Cannington

VIEW IN YOUR BROWSER • BN WEBSITE • PRIVACY POLICY • CONTACT US • EDIT YOUR PROFILE • UNSUBSCRIBE • SHARE

A commercial property across the road from
million, as
developers continue to seek sites around the
City of Canning’s planned new town centre.

© 2017 All Rights Reserved Business News - Level 2, 139
Newcastle Street,
Perth, Western
Australia
Westfield
Carousel
has sold
for 6000
$1.6

Read more >

LATEST NEWS

Saracen to buy Bundarra
project
Saracen Mineral Holdings has entered into
an agreement to purchase the Bundarra gold
project from Bligh Resources in an all-scrip deal
worth $8.5 million.
Read more >

Bulls ‘N’ Bears | Public Companies

SPONSORED CONTENT

Auroch plays hardball with
Xtract Resources over debt
Auroch Minerals have played hardball with
AIM listed Xtract Resources over an unpaid
debt owing to Auroch for the sale of the Manica
Gold Project in Mozambique in March last year.
Read more >

BUSINESSNEWS.COM.AU

Is your ASX listed company doing something interesting? Contact Matt Birney, Bulls ‘N’ Bears.

SPONSORED CONTENT

Making technology work for
you in the 21st century
Technology is changing the world, but has it
changed the way you do business?
Read more >

BUSINESS ADVICE

SPONSORED CONTENT

What are you doing to get in
customers’ consideration set?
In a typical customer journey, so much of the
marketing effort centres on customer retention
and loyalty - after all, it’s cheaper and easier to
keep a customer than to win a new one, right?
Maybe not.
Read more >

BUSINESS ADVICE

SPONSORED CONTENT

Using Intellectual Property in
HR
The most inane piece of corporate feel-good
tripe being spouted by CEOs and middle
managers is: “Our people are our biggest asset”.
I call BS on that - it’s not the people, but the
output and ideas they generate.
Read more >
MARKETS TODAY

76.10
5761.40

$AU/$US at 3pm
ASX200 close

0.33 US cents
14.90 Points

BNIQ – NEWLY UPDATED DATA

Updated BNIQ lists
Hotels & Resorts
Convention Centres
Information & Communications Technology

15
1
1

See 1 more >
Updated articles by category
Politics & the Economy
Deals
Tourism
Mining
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Constantly updated with the latest
headlines, encompassing the BNiQ
database and article archive, the Business
News website combines our products
into a powerful Western Australian news
and information system.

Sponsored Content

SPONSORED CONTENT

Sponsored Content, or advertorial, is an advert that looks like editorial
but behaves like an advert. Content is provided by the advertiser to
promote their capabilities, services, recent successes or special point
of view. It is displayed on our Daily Business Emails in the Sponsored
Content section as a text listing with an image, heading and body
text. This links to a separate page on our website which contains an
advertorial graphic displaying your chosen content, which in turn links
to a URL of your choice. Great for promoting new products, projects,
promotions or events.

AM or PM

Full Ownership

Per week (5 days)

$2,500

In conjunction with print advertorials $2,000
per advertorial (5 days on DBA).

– Print

– Digital

Key attributes

Key attributes

•

Commercial Content, or advertorial, is an advert that looks like
editorial but behaves like an advert.

•

•

Content is provided by the advertiser to promote their capabilities,
services, recent successes or special point of view.

Commercial Content, or advertorial, is an advert that looks like
editorial but behaves like an advert.

•

Content is provided by the advertiser to promote their capabilities,
services, recent successes or special point of view.

Recommended sizes
•

Digital display

Full Pages, Vertical Halves or Junior Pages.

•

Recommended word count
•

Full Pages – approximately 450 words plus header and image/s.

•

Vertical Halves – approximately 350 words plus header and image/s.

•

•

It is linked either to a supporting page on our website or linked
directly through to the advertiser’s website for deeper, richer
involvement.
Junior Pages – approximately 300 words plus header and image/s. engaging business
people
AABP AABP

BEST DAI BEST DAI
EMAIL LY EMAIL LY
2016
2015

Content format
•

It is displayed on our Daily Business Emails in the Sponsored
Content section as a text listing with heading and body copy.

AFTERNOON WRAP

Recommended word count

Tell a story.

•

For Daily Business Emails, Sponsored Content section.

LATEST NEWS

Share successes

Wesfarmers’ diversity keeps it
prosperous: Scott

•

Strong headline to capture attention and interest.

Incoming Wesfarmers managing director Rob
Scott, who will formally take his new job late this
year, says the business will continue to thrive on
the back of its diversity across markets.

•

Supporting quotes, imagery and photos.

•

Sub headings to break up lengthy text.

•

Include contact information.

•
•

Headline; max 68 characters, preferably including company name.
Copy; intro text max 250 characters including spaces.

Read more >

LATEST NEWS

NRW lined up for lithium work
NRW Holdings is set to receive a $110 million
contract if Altura Mining moves ahead with
plans to develop its Pilgangoora lithium project.
Read more >

Integrity
•

The word “Advertorial” or “Advertisement” must appear in small
font at the top right hand side of your ad.

Production
•

LATEST NEWS

Nats push back in Greens
preference move
The Nationals WA have preferenced the
Greens ahead of their Liberal alliance partners
on the ticket for two upper house regions in
next month’s state election, including Liberal
Agriculture & Food Minister Mark Lewis.
Read more >

Business News can offer journalist and design support across both
digital and print platforms.

LATEST NEWS

Guma ICRG wins more FMG
work
Indigenous contractor Guma ICRG has won
two contract extensions for work on Fortescue
Metals Group’s rail line and roads infrastructure
in the Pilbara for an undisclosed sum.
Read more >

Print - Commercial Content Ad

Daily Business Email - Content Link
LATEST NEWS

Retail sales sprint may have a
surprise winner
OPINION: Despite some widely publicised
problems in the past year, Woolworths is
emerging stronger in the supermarket face-off
with major rival, Coles.
Read more >
AABP AABP

BEST DAI BEST DA
ILY
EMAIL LY EMAIL
2016
2015

AFTERNOON WRAP

LATEST NEWS

engaging
business
people
Developers
keen on
Cannington

A commercial property across the road from
Westfield Carousel has sold for $1.6 million, as
developers continue to seek sites around the
City of Canning’s planned new town centre.
Read more >

LATEST NEWS
LATEST NEWS

Saracen to buy
Bundarra
Wesfarmers’
diversity
keeps it
project
prosperous:
Scott

Saracen Mineral Holdings has entered into
Incoming Wesfarmers managing director Rob
an agreement to purchase the Bundarra gold
Scott, who will formally take his new job late this
project from Bligh Resources in an all-scrip deal
year, says the business will continue to thrive on
worth $8.5 million.
the back of its diversity across markets.
Read more >
Read more >

LATEST NEWS

NRW lined up for lithium work
NRW Holdings is set to receive a $110 million
contract if Altura Mining moves ahead with
plans to develop its Pilgangoora lithium project.
Read more >

Bulls ‘N’ Bears | Public Companies

SPONSORED CONTENT

Auroch plays hardball with
Xtract Resources over debt
LATEST
NEWS
Auroch
Minerals

have played hardball with

AIM listed
Xtractback
Resources
over an unpaid
Nats
push
in Greens
debt owing to Auroch for the sale of the Manica
preference
move in March last year.
Gold Project in Mozambique

The
ReadNationals
more > WA have preferenced the
Greens ahead of their Liberal alliance partners
on the ticket for two upper house regions in
next month’s state election, including Liberal
Agriculture & Food Minister Mark Lewis.

Is your ASX listed company doing something interesting? Contact Matt Birney, Bulls ‘N’ Bears.

Read more >

SPONSORED
LATEST
NEWSCONTENT

Making
technology
work
for
Guma
ICRG
wins more
FMG
you in the 21st century
work
Technologycontractor
is changingGuma
the world,
Indigenous
ICRG but
has has
wonit
changed
the way
you do for
business?
two
contract
extensions
work on Fortescue
Metals
Group’s
Read more
> rail line and roads infrastructure
in the Pilbara for an undisclosed sum.

Read more >

BUSINESS
ADVICE
LATEST
NEWS

SPONSORED CONTENT

Online - Commercial Content

Thought Leadership

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
One week - 5 insertions (Monday-Friday)
Within advertising campaign
$2,500 (digital only)

Thought Leadership articles are held on the Business News website
indefinitely and are searchable via BNiQ Search, Google and other web
search engines.

– Print

– Digital

Key attributes

Key attributes

•

Thought Leadership content takes the same form and qualities of a
publisher’s editorial content.

•

Thought Leadership content takes the same form and qualities of a
publisher’s editorial content.

•

It is used to publish and share a company’s expertise and learnings.

•

It is used to publish and share a company’s expertise and learnings.

•

It positions the individual(s) writing the piece and the company’s
brand as ‘thought leaders’ in specific industry sectors.

•

It positions the individual(s) writing the piece and the company’s
brand as ‘thought leaders’ in specific industry sectors.

•

Content marketing is the art of communicating with customers and
prospects without selling.

•

Content marketing is the art of communicating with customers and
prospects without selling.

•

It is non-interruptive marketing.

•

It is non-interruptive marketing.

•

Instead of pitching products or services, it delivers information that
makes the buyer more intelligent.

•

Instead of pitching products or services, it delivers information that
makes the buyer more intelligent.

•

It serves useful or entertaining information as a way of favourably
influencing the perception of the sponsor brand.

AABP AABP

•

BEST DAI BEST DAI
EMAIL LY EMAIL LY
2016
2015

It serves useful or entertaining information as a way of favourably
MORNING DIGEST
influencing the perception of the sponsor brand.

engaging business people

Recommended sizes
•

Full Page or Vertical Halves.

Recommended word count
•
•

Digital display
•

YOUR MORNING PAPERS

It is displayed on our Daily Business Emails in the Sponsored
Content section.

View today’s morning headlines, including:
- Trump tries to rough up PM
- Trade surplus quells doomsday talks

• quits
Includes author’s photo, heading and intro text.
- Seven probe set to clear Worner as director
- States, territories cut school funding by $100m
Full Page | approximately 500 words plus header and image.
• It links to an article housed and maintained within the Sponsored
- BHP, Rio go on mine tax attack
Content section of our website.

Libs will back mine tax: Grylls
Vertical Halves | approximately 500 words plus header-- and
image.
Nickel back on Manila thriller

•

It is kept on the Business News website, like editorial pieces and is
referenced by external search engines such as Google.

Source: The Australian, The West Australian, Financial Review

Content format
•

Special reports.

•

Areas of expertise.

•

Industry updates.

•

Strong headline to capture attention and interest.

•

Supporting quotes, imagery and photos.

•

Oil falls as US stocks rise

Oil prices have retraced early gains amid
mounting tensions between the United States
and Iran, but prices have still been supported by
evidence that OPEC and other big exporters are
cutting production.

•

Clickable links allowed.

Read more >

Content format
•

Special reports.

•

Areas of expertise.

•

Industry updates.

•

Presented as editorial content.

•

Strong headline to capture attention and interest.

•

Supporting quotes, imagery and photos.

OVERNIGHT NEWS

$A continues to soar against
$US

Presented as editorial content.

•
•

OVERNIGHT NEWS

The Australian dollar has risen above the 76.50
US cent mark, continuing its strong gains
against its US counterpart.
Read more >

OVERNIGHT NEWS

Sub headings to break up lengthy text.

Gold climbs with no clear
signal on rates

Gold prices have risen to an 11-week high after
the US Federal Reserve gave no clear signal on
the likelihood of a March interest rate increase
in its latest statement, prompting another drop
in the US dollar.

Include contact information.

Production

Read more >

•

Wall St stalls as market,
Trump diverge

•

Sub headings to break up lengthy text.

OVERNIGHT NEWS

Business News can offer journalist and design support across both
digital and print platforms.

•

Include contact information.

US stocks ended little changed on Thursday
as the recent rally continued to stall following
President Donald Trump’s latest comments on
trade and the policies he will pursue.
Read more >

Print - Thought Leadership Ad

OVERNIGHT NEWS

moves to Cor Cordis
Daily Business Email -Rocke
Thought
Leadership
KordaMentha managing partner Cliff Rocke has
taken on a new role, joining the Perth office of
the advisory firm that is handling the collapse of
residential construction group Builton.
Read more >

Bulls ‘N’ Bears
Public Companies
AABP AA|BP
BEST DAILBEST DAI
EMAIL Y EMAIL LY
2016
2015

MORNING DIGEST

SPONSORED CONTENT

engaging
business
people
Auroch
plays hardball
with
Xtract Resources over debt
Auroch Minerals have played hardball with
AIM listed Xtract Resources over an unpaid
debt owing to Auroch for the sale of the Manica
Gold Project in Mozambique in March last year.
Read more >

YOUR MORNING PAPERS

Is your ASX listed company doing something interesting? Contact Matt Birney, Bulls ‘N’ Bears.

View today’s morning headlines, including:
- Trump tries to rough up PM

MARKETS OVERNIGHT

118.53
0.28%
THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
19890.82
0.12
76.61
0.22
- BHP,
Rio go on mine tax attack
71.21
0.82
$AU/€
at 6am
- Libs
will back mine tax: Grylls
7140.75
33.10
FTSE
100 close
- 500
Nickel back on Manila thriller
2277.46
2.09
S&P
The Australian,
The West Australian, Financial $US53.61
Review
0.27
OilSource:
price [West
Texas Crude]
$US1219.40
11.10
Gold price
$US83.95
0.02
Iron ore price
Oil falls as US stocks rise
61.12
1.24
$AU/GBP at 6am
Oil prices have retraced early gains amid
mounting
tensions between the United States0.28
$US56.62
Oil price [Brent Crude]
- Trade surplus quells doomsday talks
BN30

- Jones
Seven
probe set to clear Worner as director quits
Dow
close
- States,
territories cut school funding by $100m
$AU/$US
at 6am

OVERNIGHT NEWS

and Iran, but prices have still been supported by
evidence that OPEC and other big exporters are
cutting production.
Read more >

BNIQ – NEWLY UPDATED DATA

OVERNIGHT NEWS

$A continues to soar against
Updated BNIQ lists
$US

15
1
1

Hotels & Resorts
The Australian dollar has risen above the 76.50
US cent
mark, continuing
Convention
Centres its strong gains
against its US counterpart.
Information & Communications Technology
Read more >
See 1 more >
Updated articles by category
OVERNIGHT
NEWS
Politics &
the

Economy

Gold climbsDeals
with no clear
signal on rates
Tourism

5
2
2
2

Gold prices have risen to an 11-week high after
Mininggave no clear signal on
the US Federal Reserve
the likelihood of a March interest rate increase
in its latest statement, prompting another drop
in the US dollar.
Read more >
VIEW IN YOUR BROWSER • BN WEBSITE • PRIVACY POLICY • CONTACT US • EDIT YOUR PROFILE • UNSUBSCRIBE • SHARE
OVERNIGHT NEWS

Website - Thought Leadership Article

FACE TO FACE EVENTS

40under40

Rising Stars

The 40under40 Awards recognise

The Rising Stars awards programme

Western Australia’s top forty leading

seeks to discover Western Australia’s

business entrepreneurs and professionals,

fastest growing private businesses.

The Success & Leadership Series is an

under the age of 40.

Entrants demonstrate sustained

annual series of five breakfast events that

The program, attracts more than 80
entrants across all industries and

growth and the key drivers to their
continued expansion.

showcases the acute business acumen

The programme encourages and
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breakfast. As the events are attended
exclusively by members of the Western
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WA brands through multi-

status through alignment with
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media coverage.
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•

connect with customers,
partners and suppliers in

strategies of the State’s fastest

future business;
•

connect with fast growing
businesses to create new

and greater brand awareness;

entrepreneurs and supporting

The breakfast series is Perth’s preeminent

The events are presented in a sit-down

in the achievements of the Western

enhanced credibility, profile

be seen as advocates of young

fields of endeavor.

400 business professionals who share

elevation, improved local image

•
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many events attracting over 400 guests.
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Brendan Vaughan
Mining Manager

CIVIL & MINING

“

Business News is at the forefront of changing the way we do
things….embracing the technology now that in reflection will be
included as one of the great historic innovations that have changed
the way we live….the steam engine! Mass production! Electrification!
Now the world turns to a connected digital format for almost
everything we need to know. All easy reading and informative. It
brought me up to speed on what I needed to know.

“

Mike Enslin

Advertising in Business News has been very beneficial in
helping build our brand amongst the Perth business community,
and at a more tactical level has assisted in generating leads for our
apartment projects.

Paul Owen

The success and leadership series in conjunction with the
digital and print strategy has helped to build awareness of our
brand enormously in the West Australian business community. The
partnership has also given WA Super the opportunity to expand and
improve our business networks exponentially.

Managing Director

General Manager - Client
Services and Deputy CEO

Sherif Andrawes
Chairman

Enzo Gullotti

Group Managing Director

“

“

BDO has partnered with Business News for over a decade and
as BDO has changed and grown over that time so too has the way
we have used our partnership with Business News. What started
as a simple branding exercise that was met through advertising
has grown into a multi-layered approach that we consider to be an
important component of our growth plans.

“

The GCS Group has enjoyed a long-standing arrangement and
valued partnership with BN, delivering our marketing message to
key decision makers across a broad industry base. Their advertising
consultants provide a range of integrated marketing plans to best fit
our requirements, encompassing both online and traditional print
media. BN has proved to be a valuable tool in aiding GCS to achieve
its business goals and long term vision.
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